St Mary’s Church News
We’re Heading Back into Our
Church Buildings Again!
Good news! We're delighted to say
that, given the improving Coronavirus
situation, we’re going to be back in
our church buildings after Easter. For
the time being, since we still have to
maintain social distancing measures,
we’ll continue to be only in our three
largest church buildings. Do join us for
Holy Communion at St. Mary’s Orston
at 10.00am on Sunday April 11th,
Aslockton at 10.00am on April 18th,
and Whatton at 10.00am on April
25th. We’ll continue that 10.00am
rotation of Sunday services between
these three churches, until there are
significant changes in the Covid-19
government guidelines.

Pastoral Care
If there’s anything that you would like
to talk about with someone from the
church, please feel free to contact
Julian - 07846 902453/01949 851598 or
Jean Smeeton – 01949 850906.

Orston Walkers
It's been a long 12 months since we
met up for our last local walk. At
long last the signs are looking
positive that we can restart on
Tuesday May 18th. I'll be in touch
with regular walkers to sort out a
new walks programme very soon.

How lovely to feel the sun on our backs
and see the trees and hedgerows
greening up. We had a brilliant
maintenance session on the Green this
weekend with lots of additional help for
which we are most grateful. It makes
such a difference when there are extra
hands. We cleared a lot of old rusty
barbed wire and rotten fence posts
from the hedge along Smite Lane ready
for the new hedging plants which will fill
the many gaps! We have been gifted the
plants from the Woodland Trust and will
be putting them in later in April. We also
attacked the poorly Willow arch
following some excellent advice from a
friend of Tim (our eco toilet expert). We
have removed the dead, diseased and
dying bits and started a fairly radical
pollarding of the remaining trunks in
order to thicken up the arch from the
bottom up. There is more to do yet and
she will look a bit gappy for a while but
it's all (hopefully) in a good cause. Who
knew Willow was so capricious?!!
This next month we will also be planting
up the newly liberated copse with
wildflower plants - these were obtained
through a grant from the Rushcliffe BC
Biodiversity fund. They should give us a
lovely show next spring.

We're a small friendly group who
meet on alternate Tuesday mornings
for walks that are generally between
about 4 and 8 miles, often with an
optional cafe/pub stop at the end or a
picnic stop on the longer walks. New
walkers are very welcome to join us
on a regular basis or just when time
allows.

If you'd like more information or to
be added to our email circulation
list, please contact me on 851379
or paulinefaz@live.com.

The Eco loo is up! Tim will be finishing
off his carpentry jobs - steps, handrail,

decking and rear doors plus the actual
toilet box inside. We then have plenty
to do to complete the build - panelling
out and fitting the interior and then
digging and completing the soakaway
which has to be checked by Building
Control plus piping and fitting the
urinals. Nearly there though - we will be
up and running in time for a
summer do! We think she looks rather
magnificent and fits in nicely with her
surroundings!
The Grafters (with the invaluable help of
Alec Pearson the tree surgeon) have
again made a wonderful contribution to
the health of the
Green by continuing
the tree felling and
clearing work. The
whole Green looks so
much more open now.
Have you seen the
special 'little person's'
seat by the Bug Hotel?!
Very Tolkien!! It will
take a while to
complete this work but
we are indebted to all
concerned for their
continued hard work.
Poo has been spotted, poked at with a
stick and smelt! These ‘scats’ or
‘spraints’ are left to mark territory on
prominent rocks, walls or stumps –
often under bridges. Numerous deposits
have been left along the Smite –
especially on the stretch on the
Millennium Green. Great news for the
environment as only a healthy body of
water can produce enough food for a
predator of this size. Mink poo contains
fur, feathers and bones. Otters are
mainly fish bones and scales. Our poop
contains the latter.
Mink poo smells of
rotten fish and
Otter of jasmine –
yes I’ve smelt it! It
wasn’t repulsive but I wasn’t keen to
linger in its fragrance like a wall clothed
in Jasmine at the height of summer. The
Wild Trout team have confirmed Otter
poo in the area. There has been CCTV
night footage of an Otter in Whatton.
I’ve had two encounters with Mink on
the OMG over the past few years. Have
you seen anything?
We’d love to hear from you if you can
settle the debate. Stevegrace@outlook.com

Memories
of Orston
The Landing Ground (Part 1), part
2 will be in next months Bulletin.
Orston Landing Ground
By Brian Gunn

The Gunn family came to Orston on the
10th May 1940. That was the day
Germany launched it’s Westward
onslaught.
Six weeks later they had overrun Holland,
Belgium, Luxembourg and France. We
were preparing to fight them on the
beaches and everywhere else. On a
Saturday morning a man from the Air
Ministry came to our door and ordered us
to remove the livestock from 70 acres of
land, as it was requisitioned for an
emergency landing ground.
Emergency landing grounds had been found
to be needed by the Air Force as, when
bases had been bombed while their planes
were aloft, the planes could not land
safely because of craters on their home
runways.
Several farms had great chunks of land
taken from them, Reg Lewis of Yew Tree
Farm, Lombard Street, hadn’t enough land
left to earn a living. He asked the Ministry
to give him a job and he was a turf
maintenance boss for the rest of the
War.
The gang moved in quickly, in a few days
the fences had been cleared, the hedges
torn out and the ditches piped and levelled
off with earth. As soon as that was all
done a tar spraying lorry from Highway

Repairs came and painted in the vanished
hedgerows with tar. This was obviously
done to deceive German aircraft looking
for landing places.
We were allowed in to look after the
growing arable crops and harvest them in
Autumn. After that we were banned for
the rest of the War. Crops cleared, the
land was cared for by the Air Force. The
groundsman was Sam Johnson, a onelegged veteran of the Great War,
grandfather of John Johnson. As well as
his wage he was paid a fee for the use
of his pony and trap.
Another War casualty was the Sports
Field, an active social venue in peacetime,
with a well-tended cricket pitch and
pavilion plus a great tennis club and court.
We rented it as grazing for the duration
and my out-of-school job, fetching and
taking our dairy herd, gave me a
frequent grandstand view of activity on
the airfield.
Buildings
The camp was built on Bottesford Lane,
where the Mushroom
Farm Industrial Estate is now. A short
distance back from there a fuel store
was buried and rudimentary defences
were built, a trench and barbed wire.
These were a wartime thing, corrugated
steel arches, quite big. The open ends had
tarpaulin curtains with semi-circular
anchors which splayed them out so the
whole structure, with curtains shut,
resembled a huge khaki blister which
threw no shadow. This would make them
difficult to spot from the air. Two of
them had concrete floors, one, near the
mushroom farm is used as a rubbish tip,
whilst the other, nearer Bottesford, is
clear. A look at the concrete shows just

OrstonGrafters
What busy bees the Grafters are….
Not only are they doing stupendous
work down the Millennium Green,
but they are also now working with
the Wild Trout Trust, in conjunction

with the Environment Agency, to improve
the overall condition of the River Smite.
Ultimately this will provide a desirable
habitat for the return of wild trout to the
river.
Whilst at the same time refurbishing the
Spa and shortly installing some comforts
up there.

Watch this space.

how big they were. Another one was in
the Sports Field, where the new pavilion is
now. There were even more spaced
around the edge of the ground, as far
apart as possible so one bomb couldn’t
damage two. The camp itself was mostly
wooden huts, with the bath house brick
built with a flat concrete roof and
chimney. I have no idea how many were
in the garrison, which was made up of
British and Poles.
Uses
It was never used in a serious
emergency. From the summer of 1941 it
was used as a training ground for the
Polish. The planes didn’t stay here
overnight, but in daytime the field was
used for landing and take off practice,
“Circuits and Bumps” in Air Force parlance!
As there was no concrete runway it could
not be used in very wet conditions. The
aircraft were twin engine Airspeed
Oxfords, single engine Miles Masters and the
very noisy North American Harvards.
Airspeed Oxford

Miles Master
As D-Day approached it was used for
parachute dropping training. The troops
had khaki parachutes, but the supply
containers had colour coded chutes to
indicate what they contained. Food,
ammunition, medical supplies and so on. As
they were intended to be dropped on
ground occupied by us the bright colours
made them easy to find.
The containers were either steel tubes
with doors or wicker baskets, cubes, about
a metre. If the chute failed to open the
steel tubes burst into fragments, the
baskets were much tougher. Once, while I
was fetching the cows from the Sports
Field, one came hurtling down to crash
quite near me. It went into the turf so
hard its top was flush with the surface
but it was still in one piece! Another time,
one which had opened, was so off target
it landed in Chapel Street, with its great
scarlet chute draped over the pinfold
which was once there. Jean Smeeton lived
in the house opposite, she can confirm this.
The fabric starved needlewomen of
Orston pounced…..there was only the
canister and cords left for the Army to
collect!
……………..To be continued

